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Hoagland, McKinney Selected
To Edit, Manage '69 Petit Jean
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Thursday, 4 p.m.-6 p.m.

Open House for Psychology Clinic

~
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By Kay Gowen
The psychology department
will have open house Thursday,
October 5, from 4 to 6 p.m. at
the clinic building. The program by Dr. Bob Gilliam, head
of the psychology department,
is to inform faculty, students,
and townspeople of the facilities
now available in Harding's psychology program.
Facilities include a $2800 observation and testing booth, an
intercom system to be used to
observe and hear students in
group dynamics study, an experimental laboratory, a seminar room for b e h a v i o r a I
sciences, a shop for testing and
laboratory work, an animal
room, a work-room, offices,
learning machinery to check
reaction time and reception and
filing areas.
Small children will be tested
by Dr. Gilliam in the laboratory
and observation rooms to find

personality traits and other psychological factors.
The psychology department,
which recently became separated from sociology, has added
two faculty members this year.
Richard Indermill, who for five
years was a practicing clinician
in psychology before working as
a psychologist for three years in
the Navy, worked two years in
probation court in San Diego before joining the Harding faculty
this fall. He has a B.S. from

Abilene Christian College and an
M.A. from Pepperdine College.
Bill Culp, a 1967 graduate of
Harding, did graduate work in
sociology at the University of
Arkansas and is presently on the
Harding faculty.
Costs in preparing the psychology equipment for use included $3,400 from the Federal
government. This has been applied to expenses on the observation booth, two desk calculators and a color wheel.

Upperclassmen, Frosh Elect Officers

By Sandra James
After run-offs for four positions, results were announced for freshmen class elections last week. Upperclass
officers were . named a week earlier after two days of
campaigning.
Heading the senior class as
president is Dale Work from ham of Little Rock and Rick
Trenton, Mich. Work served as Harris from Searcy, for SA repvice-president of his class last resentatives.
year and is now president of
Also coming out on top in
Alpha Chi honor society and a run-off voting were Wayne Burmember of Beta Phi Kappa. ress, president, from Durant,
Metro Preaching
Vice-president is Earl Martin of Miss.; and Paula Puckett, secreTheme of Seminar Bixby, Okla. An English major, tary from Memphis, T e n n.
he is a member of A Cappella
"Preaching Christ in Metr~ Chorus and Chi Sigma Alpha Cathy Morris, Hot Springs, was
elected freshman vice-president
politan Areas" will be the topic social club.
the first balloting.
of C. W. Bradley's addresses for
Marlene Hall from Alma, will
the Bible Department's first serve as secretary. She is a
seminar on Oct. 9-11.
member of the band and Chorale
Bradley, who is now a minis- and is a home economics major.
ter for the White Haven conJunior Leaders
gregation in Memphis, Tenn.,
By Helen Howard
Junior class officers named
will open the seminar at the
Monday Night Meeting, Oct. 9. are Randal Bostic, president;
This semester 220 students are
On Tuesday and Wednesday, Johnny Freeman, vice-presi- examining life through HarOct. 10 and 11, he will speak in dent; and Dee Gregory, secre- ding's new audio-tutorial biology
.both chapels and conduct semi- tary. Bostic from Senatobia, department. Throughout the nanars for preaching students at Miss., is vice-president of tion at leading colleges and uni3:30 p.m. each afternoon in the Galaxy and active in intra- versities this experiment in edumurals. Freeman of Memphis, cation is being tested.
American Studies auditorium.
According to Dr. Jack Wood
Bible majors are expected to Tenn., is in Young Republicans,
attend these sessions and may Timothy Club and the Student Sears, Chairman of the Biology
be excused from their 3:25 Education Association. M i s s Department, Harding's program
classes if they clear absences Gregory is president of Kappa is patterned after that of Purwith their instructors prior to Kappa Kappa and is from due University, which was inaurgurated by Dr. S. N.
the class period that will be Lorenzo, Tex.
Jimmy Carr from Tallahassee, Postlethwait.
missed.
All students attend a lecture
Bradley, a graduate of David Fla., will head the sophomore
Lipscomb, has been preaching class for this year. He was vice- session for one hour on Monday.
for 25 years, part of which was president of his freshman class Then the -classes are divided,
spent in mission areas of New and was on the dean's list. Vice- with one half attending a dispresident David Storey from cussion-quiz session directed by
York and South Carolina.
"These seminars are con- Senath, Mo., is a biology major.
ducted by the Blble department Ethelle Vick, Valdosta, Ga., will
throughout the year to not only serve as secretary. She is a
instruct our preaching students member of Delta Chi Omega
toward more productive minis- social club.
tries, but to inspire the student
Freshman Officers
body to greater commitment
Freshmen elections included
By John Black
in Christian service," says Dr. voting for Student Association
Officers
were elected in the
Joe Hacker, department chair-. representatives. Winning runman.
off elections were Carol Mark- first meeting of Harding's Pi
Kappa Delta chapter of the national forensics fraternity. The
group of officers all comr)ete in
intercollegiate debating, though
a member of Pi Kappa Delta
may concentrate upon other
forensic activities such as oral
interpretation or extemporaneous speaking.
George Edwards, a sophomore
history major from Dallas, Tex.,
won the election for president.
John Black, a junior English
major also from Dallas, Tex., is
vice-president.
The members elected Patty
Bowman, a junior speech major
from Monticello, Ind., secretarytreasurer. Tom Porter, a junior
speech and Bible major from
Springfield, Mo., took the historian position. Art Hudkins,
senior speech major from Kansas City, Kan., is the parliamentarian.
Four Pi Kappa Delta members
will travel to Murfreesboro,
Tenn., this weekend for the Harding squad's first debate tournament of the year. Black and
David Young will debate affirmatively on the. national college
topic for 1967: Resolved: that the
federal government should guarantee an annual minimum cash
STEVE SANDERSON, in scene from "Little Prince."
income to all citizens. Edwards
- PHOTO BY TERRY
(Continued on page 4)

Diane Hoagland, a junior from
Overland Park, Kans. , and ·Gail
McKinney, a junior from Montgomery, Ala., have been selected editor and business manager
of the 1969 Petit Jean.
Chosen by the junior class in
a special election, the pair will
serve a year of assistantship to
editor Ann Camp and business
manager Randy Jackson. Miss
McKinney will be the first female business manager since
1936.

Miss, Hoagland, a political
science major and transfer
from York College, has served
as assistant business manager
and editor of the York Crusader.
Miss McKinney, a business administration major is also a
transfer, having attended Alabama Christian College. She
served as business ma.nager of
the Alabama Christian Sheaf
where she set a record in ad
sales.
Other applicants for editor
were Gary Coates, Ted McLaughlin, Lynette Pennington
and Nona Tate. The only other
applicant for business manager
was Larry Headley.
Section Editors
Section editors for the 1968
book have been named by editor
Ann Camp. They are: Diane
Hoagland, administration; Ronnie Killen, student life; Lynette
Pennington, personalities; Jean
Flippin, sports; and Rita Taylor, social clubs.
Other section editors are Kay

Gowen, classes; Loretta and
Donna Cheek, organizations;
Marcy Hoggatt, rurectory and
Karin Strom, photography erutor. Photographer is Pat Lyon
and his assistant is John Lewis.
Academy editor is Lauren Lawyer assisted by Jenny Davis.

Harding Students
To AHend Forum
At Lipscomb
Over 120 Harding students will
leave Thursday evening or Friday morning, Oct. 5 or 6, for
th,e 8th Anpual Mission Workshop at David Lipscomb College, Nashville, Tenn. Students
will travel to the forum in cars
rather than in busses as previously planned.
"We hope to see that everyone who desires to go will be
able to do so. If there are any
who want to attend the workshop and have not filled out the
necessary form or obtained a
ride, they should attend the
meeting at 8:15 p.m. in Bible
200 Wednesday, Oct. 4," says
Robert Eubanks, sponsor.
Excused absences will be
granted for Friday classes, and
late permission for all women
students who plan to attend
will be extended to 12 midnight,
Sunday.
Among the speakers of this
year's workshop will be Batsell
Barrett Baxter, Dr. Henry Farrar, Athens Clay Pulllits, J. C.
Bailey and David Gatewood.

l-larding Begins Audio-Tutorial Biology

•

Pi Kappa Delta
Elects Officers

...

f>

Dr. Sears, Dr. Norman Hughes,
or professor Bill Rushton. The
remaining half attend an identical session on Friday. In addition, a two-hour lab is assigned each week, with students expected to spend as much extra
time as is individually required.
Learning Center
Dr. Sears emphasizes that the
lab is simply a learning center
and is not meant to confuse or
befuddle an unscientific mind.
Inside the learning center are
sixteen booths equipped with
the customary laboratory supplies plus tape-recorders. When
a student enters the lab, he signs
a card indicating the booth he
will use and the time he will be
working. He then goes to the
booth and listens to a lecture
and instructions about his assignment in the lab. He may replay the tape as often as he
needs until he understands the
procedures he will be following.
He then completes the assignment and signs out.
Hopefully this experiment will
promote m o r e independent
study. It is designed to put the
student on his own. One ad-

Beaumont Library Buys
Demeo Charger. Copier
To Improve Service
By Gary Cottrell
This year automation has
come to Harding's library.
Specifically, two machines have
been purchased which, it is
hoped, will improve the efficiency of the library and give the
students added service.
The most obV'ieus change is
in the manner of checking out
books. The new Demeo Charging Machine makes use of the
new photo I. D. cards and works
on the same principle as credit
card machines. This machine
will insure a legible signature
and prevent the forging of signa•
tures.
Perhaps lesser known is the
library's new Electrostatic
Copier. This machine will reproduce documents or pages
from books or magazines. The
cost is only ten cents per page,
and regular or legal size paper
can be used. This machine will
make up to twenty copies in one
operation.

vantage in this program is the
condensation into a one-semester four-hour course, material
that formerly covered two
semesters and six hours.
A disadvantage is the limitation of students imposed by the
number of laboratory booths.
With 16 booths the maximum
must be 240 students. Eventually eight more booths will be
ad!:ied, thus enlarging the program. When this is accomplished the goal will be to put
one half of the freshman class
through each fall and to finish
the others during the spring
semester.

Beckett Releases
Final Analysis
Nineteen hundred and nineteen students have enrolled at
Harding for the 1967 fall semester according to the completed
enrollment analysis made by
Registrar Virgil Beckett. The
record enrollment is a 10.16%
increase over last year's all time
high.
Final counts show that the student body is composed of 918
women and 1001 males. The
freshman class is the largest
with 594 members, as compared
to 487 sophomores, 449 juniors
and 346 seniors.
Crowded housing conditions
have resulted from 1616 students
who are living on campus.
Married students number 238.
There are exactly 200 transfers.
For the first time, students
from Arkansas make up less
than one third of Harding's student body - 613 students who
compose 31.9% of the total enrollment. Texas follows with 182
in attendance, and Missouri is
third with 132.
Forty-eight states, the District
of Columbia, and several foreign
countries are represented at
Harding. Elementary education
majors are the largest group
of students majoring in the same
academic area with 203. They
are followed by 149 Bible majors.
If Harding experiences the
same rate of growth that she
experienced this year in the fall
of 1968, the enrollment should
go over the 2100 mark.
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Faculty Forum

From the Editor's Desk:

Variety in Chapel Presentations
Could Improve Interest of Students
Last Monday in chapel, Harding students experienced
something which is often lacking in our chapel programs.
That something is variety.
The singing duo of Steve Sanderson and Jerry
Flowers brought a breeze of multifariousness to an audience
seemingly hungry for some change, for something different.
This is not to critiQJJe the program musically in any way
but is rather to say that the program presented was an
example of the variety that should be presented in coming
chapel sessions.
Saturation Point
Naturally, students may get to a saturation point
where they refuse to listen attentively to speaker after
speaker. This is not to say that all speakers are monotonous
and boring. However, it does not exclude the fact that some
orators, chapel or otherwise, are just that. But, no matter
how interesting the speaker and no matter how much or
how little has has to say, it will be lost on unattentive ears
if the audience is fatigued of speeches.
Perhaps it would be well not to get into a routine of
assigning speakers for chapel programs just to fill a
void. The program,s need to be varied among several different types. I£ one comes constantly in contact with the
same type the results will not be as gratifying.
Variety Does Not Mean Quality
The same would hold true if for the next two weeks
we had the same group of singers who sang the same songs
over and over. Too, just because there is variety in type
does not insure good quality. But the chances are so much
better if the selection is there.
0£ course, variety is often hard to come by. For this
reason, the different organizations on campus should be
encouraged to sponsor chapel p11ograms. President Ganus
nor the SA should be blamed if there i,s a lack of sufficient
interest in the arrea. Therefore social clubs can have a twofold reward in presenting chapel programs: one would be
the service to students, and secondly, a $25 reward goes
to the social club with the best chapel program for the year.

-D.M.

Permission Privileges Appreciated;
Communication Lapse Hampers Coeds
On Saturday, Sept. 23 and Saturday, Sept. 30, the
coeds of Harding were afforded what has become known as
''Late Permission." Since there were home football games
scheduled, for both of these night.s and since football gaiQes
are not over until nearly curfew time, the girls were permitted later priv-ileges.
This was a fine gesture on the part of thase responsible for gesturing in ·such manners. This delegation of opportunity gave the girls more time than they would have
normally had if required to be in at 10:00 or "immediately
following the game."
Communications let Down
However, somewhere down the line a communications
let-down occurred. For on both of these evenings, there
were girls who did n.o t know of this privilege; not one or
two or even three igno11ant girls but rather whole dorm'fuls
of lasses.
This act of kindness on the part a£ the administration
was appreciated by those who knew of it. But the fact remains that those ladies who found out after it was too late
to take advantage ol the extra time, failed to be amused in
the slightest way. Perhaps it would be wise and would prevent social problems to remember what some dormitory
supervisor must have coined: "There is no wrath like a
woman scorned."
It seems that in the future whan events of this nature
occur, and privileges are allowed that an announcement
should be made in chapel prior to the evening to certify the
matter.
- D. M.
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On Being a Freshman
By EARL J . .WILCOX
Associate Professor of English
(Editor's Note: The creation
of this column is in the interest
of providing faculty members
with the opportunity to express
themselves in writing. Any
teacher is eligible to use this
column. Wilcox was asked by
the editor to write the initial
article.)
On a college campus of any
size today (and perhaps of any
day) it is neither a popular nor
a practical dilemma to have to
admit that one is a freshman.
"First Semester Sophomore" is
an expression thrown around by
counselees trying to impress
their counselors that they have
passed from that beginner state
to the sopmomoric level.
After all, which young man
will admit to being a freshman
when he asks a sophomore lass
for a date? And any blunder in
the crowd is neatly explained
with the rejoinder, "Well, he's
a freshman, you know." The
stigma attached is obvious and perhaps it ought not be a
stigma.
It may be argued that there
are some virtues in being a
freshman which outweigh the
blunders a n d the burdens.
Freshmen do have a striking
quality which easily singles
them out for the one who is
looking. But, put in other terms,
their qualities also make them
useful illustrations of the fine
arts of being both a good student and a good teacher in the
liberal arts college.
FIRST OF ALL, freshmen are
naive; in some instances, they
are abundantly naive, one has
to admit. But naivete is neither
a sin nor the sign of a sin:
rather, it is a hopeful sign. The
problem with most students is
that they feign sophistication.
No one nowadays likes to admit
that he doesn't know the difference between an oxymoron
and the real thing.
In our age, it is the "smart"
thing to be "in." Books, movies,
songs, propaganda on every
side alert one to the importance
of being au courant, or better,
avant garde. But naivete may
be a virtue. How else does one
learn about the world if he does
not ask, if he does not admit
that there are some things he
does not know. Possibly, the
habit of pretending knowledge
will become a trap which leads
to a closed mind in actuality.
The truly naive mind is literally
asking to be taught, and it is
usually malleable, open, and
receptive.
FRESHMEN ALSO come with
a whole bundle of prejudices,
which they admit to having. It
is a genuine pleasure to encounter that individual once in
a while who does not try to
cover up his real feelings. For
onlv after the prejudices are
admitted, expressed, and offered
for sacrifice upon the academic
market can the views be altered,
or bolstered, or contended with.
The clashin~ of minds in open
battle, whether in the seminar
or the smoker's wing, is a
healthy thing. And a corollary
action results. Because once
freshmen announce their biases,
thev find friends with like ·minds,
and the marriage at once helps
both parties to adjust to their
new environment". Furthermore,

Preiudice
By Steve Hardy
Painted white
But grass grows green;
Painted black
But sky blends blue;
Painted yellow
Or red
Or brownNo matterRains of time
Will fade the line,
The thick line
Thinning from thunder.

it is just possible that mutual
antagonisms may also help in
the adaptation to the college
climate.
So that whether in the picking
up of pieces after the battle of
wits in the dorm, or in the soothing salve of "I felt the same
way you did" which comes after
the naive classroom question,
freshmen do make friends
easily.
IN THE MODERN world,
especially one permeated with
much hate and indifference, the
ability to make friends is rare.
Freshman friendships may be
temporary, to be sure, but many
witnesses testify that first-year
friends are lasting friends.
The implications for the student of the liberal arts college in
these latent traits of freshmen
should be obvious. But these attitudes also have import for the
teacher. For what teacher does
not also need to be pliable, receptive, and open. Indeed, in
this sense, which one does not
need to be naive? Hopefully, the
naive teacher will also show
his prejudices.
Clearly, not many teachers on
the Hardlng campus are so
neutral or bland that they do
not let their prejudices be seen.
li1 fact, quite the contrary is
often true. Some are. willing to
foster and to perpetuate special
bia1J9s to the exclusion of letting
the student know that a whole
world of scholarship waits so

J'

that he may examine the
teacher's view against other
competent thinkers in the discipline.
But for the inexperienced
teacher who is aloof and who
never shows his personal views,
perhaps freshmen serve as a
reminder that one reason good
teachers have an impact is that
they have their own views which
they state at the proper time
and in the proper place.
FURTIIERMORE, IT IS not
wholly unknown in the world of
"higher learning" that a teacher
may be taught by his students.
Only if the teacher himself is
flexible, then, and only if the
teacher respects the minds of
his students is this phenomenon
likely to occur, however.
All in all, being freshmen is
not so bad. If they are encouraged to ask questions as freshmen, they will still ask them .as
seniors. If they are taught to
be open-minded as freshmen,
t h e y will be open-minded
seniors. If they can be taught
to listen while others speak
when they are beginners, they
may still have this attitude when
they finish.
And if they find their classroom experiences useful in other
aspects of their college life, they
may continue these practices
well into their mature adulthood. And the world will be a
better place because they were
once freshmen.

,;.
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Fain Replies ·on Philosophy

1 .4~---1
David Young in his article on
forming a political philosophy
("Political Philosophy," The
Harding Bison, Sept. 20, 1967)
said that "Politics is the world
of the relative, not the absolute," that one "must find his
own philosophy 'relative to the
dilemmas of his age. . .' ", and
that "questions c o n c e r n i n g
liberal and conservative, Constitutional or not and the like
cannot be subjected to evaluation on the basis of moral right
or wrong."
These statements have very
misleading connotations. Young
insinuates that the aforementioned outlook is an integral part
of any philosophy of politics, and
this is surely not the case.
Merle William · Boyer in his
book Highways of Philosophy
(Philadelphia: M u hIe n berg
Press, 1949, p. 113) summarizes the historical significance
of Plato's life work of trying
"to bring about ethical innovations in his community.''
In point three Boyer says:

"Ethics attains its completion in
a philosophy of politics, for it
is only through politics that a
way of life discovered by the
philosopher and the religious
genius can be put into practical
operation in the life of the community." This makes political
philosophy a logical outgrowth
of ethics, a mirror (if we are
consistent) of our concepts of
right and wrong.
If our ethics are consistently
Christian, this would place definite limits on Christians holding
"quite diverse political opinions"
and it would tend to preclude
Christians holding diametrically
opposite political philosophies
because this would suggest diametrically opposite ethical systems.
Young's statements are by no
means necessarily true. Plato is
hardly outside the realm of the
"works and ideas of great men"
that Young would have us draw
from. When Young says that
"Politics is the world of the
relative, not the absolute," he
is giving us a statement of his
own personal political philosophy, not a statement of premises
common to all political philosophies.
Neal Fain

..

Kay Gowen Is Elected
Kappa Phi President

~

Hours 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.-Monday thru Saturday
Prices are good Wed. thru Sat•• Oct. 4-7

Ladies Gold Filled and
Sterling Charm Bracelets
List Price $8.95

~ $3.97

Gibson's
Discount
Price

LISTERINE MOUTHWASH

The Kappa Phi social club met
during registration week for a
get-together at the home of their
sponsor, Mrs. Ted Altman. Their
first official meeting was Monday night, September 18, with
24 active members returning.
Officers for the fall semester
this year are president, Kay
Gowen; vice-president, Lynn Allison; secretary, Emile Beavers;
treasurer, Sue Nagel; athletic
director, Donna Cheek; devotional director, Ronda Barrett;
and publicity director, Teresa
Dickey.
Senior Bible major, Sam
Hester, has been selected by
the Kappa Phi girls to serve as
club beau for this year.

Little Rock Players
To Present 'Birdie'
The Arkansas Arts Center
Players will present Michael
Stewart's musical comedy, "Bye
Bye Birdie", Oct. 4 through
Oct. 7 and then again Oct. 10
through Oct. 14, at the Arkansas
Arts Center Theatre in Little
Rock.
Performances begin nightly at
8:15. Adult tickets sell for $3.00
per person and student tickets
are $1.50 each.
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By Richard Davis
Designed to create an interchange of ideas among student
leaders, Harding's fourth annual
Leadership Conference will be
held Wednesday evening, Oct.
11. Class officers, club presidents, and service club representatives will discuss new ideas
to help each student leader better fit his role.
This year's conference has
been organized around "brainstorm" idea sessions on five
current issues. Homecoming, the
first topic, will be examined and
tested for improvement. The
academic atmosphere will also
be viewed, to see whether or
not campus activities are becoming overJy detrimental to
study.
The conference delegates will
be provided an opportunity to
ask and answer questions on the
campus religious atmosphere,
turning next to student behavior
and moral issues as a fourth
area of discussion.
Harding's Future
The last topic to be discussed
is "Harding's Future." Sam
Hester, SA senior representa-

SHOP IN MODERN CONVENIENCE

Radio & Television Servicenter
COMPLETE HOME FURNISHERS
FURNITURE - APPLIANCES
"Arkansas' Most Dependable Radio and TV Service"
1201 EAST RACE
CH 5-2893

Lustre Creme
HAIR SPRAY
List Price 99c
Gibson's
Discount
Price

45¢

Colgate Instant Lather
SHAVE CREME
Gibson's
Discount
Price

tive and organizer of the conference, will present several of
President Ganus' thoughts on
Harding's plans and development. "These topics will appeal
to the leaders," declared Hester.
During the session, Billy Ray
Cox will address the students
on the topic of leadership and
present some thoughts on the development program.
"The purpose of the conference will not be to tell student leaders how to do their
job, but to give leaders a
chance to gain ideas from each
other and enthusiasm to put
these ideas to v,:ork in campus
life," said Hester, summarizing
the goaJs of the Cbrtference.
Statement of Ownership,
Management and Circulation
(As reqllired by act of Oct 23,
1962; Section 4369, Title 39,
United States Code).
Date of Filing: Sept 28, 1967
Title of Publication: THE
HARDING BISON
Location of known office of
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SA Hosts Club Officers Workshop

Social Clubs Add to Harding's History
By Kay Gowen
Each year during the first
semester an entire week is spent
by new students, both freshman and transfer, in pledging
the social club of their choice.
Pledges are characterized in a
variety of categories ranging
from worms to queens and from
lndiaris to "firecrackers."
Thirty-five clubs comprise a
large part of the society of Harding. The clubs give new students an opportunity to belong in
some group in which they may
be an important part. Each club
has three maior activities during the school year - an outing,
a banquet, and a third function.
Social clubs provide an atmosphere where students can take
time out from academic studies
to have fellowship, eniovment
and recreation with other club
members. Social graces mav be
improved throu"h the clubs by
encouraging dating, promoting
understanding and cooperation,
learning to understand anrt appreciate the fee'inJ>:s of others
and giving initi11tive to leaders
anrt members of the club.
Clubs also nrovide acac'femic
and spiritual initiative and serve
as small groups which contribute greatlv to setting the atmosphere of Harding.
WHC First
The first social club to appear
at Harding was WHC, known as
Woodson-Harding Comrades, in
the school year 1926-27. Immediately following it was Ju
Go Ju in the same vear.
According to the 1927 Petit
Jean, the charter members of
WHC were "eighteen girls who
were here for the first time, but
later some of those who had attended Harding College in former years were added to their
roll." Obviously, they operated
on a somewhat different basis
than do present social clubs.
Another thing foreign to our
clubs now but perhaps similar
to bidding before pledge week
was a waiting list.

Phi Delta Officers Picked
Newly elected officers of the
Phi Delta social club are: Marilyn Krappe, president; Karvn
Kenc'frick, vice-president; Gunilda Ensminger, secretary: Ida
Voorhees, treasurer: D i a n
Bomar, historian; Trish Rouse,
religious chairman; She i 1 a
Frazier, athletic director.
Bruce Logue Is the new club
beau. The club met on Monday,
Sept. 11, at the home of Norma
Staggs for an ice cream party.

Ju Go Ju. as stated in the
same source, had semi-monthly
meetings in which the girls enjoyed programs consisting of
"reports and discussions on
literary and musical topics,
group games and occasionally,
refreshments." The main function of these earlier clubs was
an annual drama presentation.
The QQ Club was also begun
in 1926-27 but has since been
dissolved.

Companeras in 1935; Tofebt, Ko
Jo Kai, Gata and MEA in 1939;
Phi Delta and Omega Phi in
1944; Regina, Delta Chi Omega
and Oege in 1947; Tri Kappa in
1950; Beta Tau Gamma, Kappa
Phi and Theta Psi in 1956;
Kappa Delta and Zeta Rho in
1960; and Zeta Phi Zeta in 1963.
Theta Alpha Gamma was
organized in 1956 as a social
club specifically for Harding
college married couples.

Pioneers Come
Pioneer was the first men's
social club in 1928-29, and it
was immediately followed by
Sub T-16 in 1929-30. Other men's
clubs still in existence today appeared in the following order:
TNT in 1933; Koinonia and
Lambda Sigma in 1935; Delta
Iota in 1944: Frater Sodalis and
Alpha Phi Kappa in 1946;
Galaxy, Mohican and Sigma Tau
Sigma in 1947; Alpha Epsilon
Chi and Beta Phi Kappa in
1956; Chi Sigma Alpha in 1963;
and Kappa Sigma Kappa in
1964.
Girls' clubs appeared after
the two original ones from 1935
until 1963 in this order: Las

Jan Chapman Chosen
APK Club Queen

Pi Kappa Delta ...
(Continued from page I)
and Bowman will represent the
negative for Harding.
Warrensburg Workshop
Another group of beginning
and less experienced debaters
will attend a debate workshop
in Warrensburg, Mo. this weekend. One report indicated that
Robert Theobald, a respected
advocate of the guaranteed national income idea, will be one
workshop speaker. The Harding
delegation, according to debate
sponsor Dr. Evan Ulrey, plans
to take copious notes to get a
better grasp of this socio-economic issue, the guaranteed income.
Pi Kappa Delta will soon induct new members, and hopes
to attract novice debaters,
public speakers, and anyone
else interested in organized
forensics.

In a recent meeting, Alpha Phi
Kappa social club elected Jan
Chapman as their queen for the
1967-68 school year. Miss Chapman is a ionior elementary education major from Dallas, Tex.
APK's officers for the coming
year are: Mel !eroigan, president; Jerry Brown, vice-president; JoHn G~ady, secreta.rytreasurer; Danny Russell, bulldog; Robert Young, scribe; and
Bill Flippen, sports director.

The American Studies auditorium was the setting for the
1967-68 club officers' workshop
which for the first time was
open to all officers of each club.
A large representation attended
the 7:00 meeting on Wednesday,
September 20, which was under
the direction of Gailyn Van
Rheenen.
Van Rheenen stated that four
objectives were considered in
calling the meeting: promoting
enthusiasm, gaining complete
club involvement, giving a desire to help and serve Harding
and gathering "brain power" to
gain ideas for the year.
The theme for the meeting
was "Improvement," especially
in the areas of academic and
religious functions of the social
club. SA academic chairman
Roger Lamb and SA religious

chairman Mike Frampton discussed these areas
The keynote address was
given by Richard Indermill, instructor in psychology, who
recognized the need for communication by the leaders in
helping to create involvement
by the entire social club group.
Pledge week regulations and
procedures were discussed and
some specific rules were pointed
out by Dean of Students, Virgil
Lawyer. He also answered questions concerning pledge week
and other social club functions.
Service project ideas were
presented by SA president Mike
O'Neal and specific projects
were discussed.
Van Rheenen announced that
the Council of Presidents will
take up the work which the Interclub Council did until it was
dissolved last year.

COLLEGE BOWL

Koinonia Social Club
Selects Donna Duer

2202 E. Race

SEARCY, ARKANSAS

CH 5-2242

• Open Lanes Most of the Time
• Call for Reservation
• Approved for Off Campus Dating

Miss Donna Duer, a business
education major from Opelika,
Ala., was chosen as Koinonia's
club queen at a recent meeting
held at club sponsor Dr. Richard
Walker's home.
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CRAIN'S APPAREL SHOPPE
Attention Harding Girls!
Rack of Fall Suits- $12
Special Thurs.-Sat.

Get all the power your car should
deliver with Finest Quality Premium
and Regular. None Better, anywhere.

Deep Rock's complete line of motor
oils are perfect companions to all.
gasolines. We have the oil that's
right for your car.
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Dee Gregory Heads KKK
Officers for Kappa Kappa
Kappa social club for this school
year include: president, Dee
Gregory; vice-president, Marty
Bibee; secretary, Sheryl Deay;
treasurer, Loquita Burt; reporter, Kay Word; song leader,
Susan Teal; and athletic director, Sharon Rogers.

By Kay Gowen

CH 5-9642
PRODUCTS BY @

Kansas City Poetry Contests Set
The Kansas City Poetry Contests, which offer $1,600 and the
publication of a book of poems
as awards, have been announced
for the fifth consecutive year.
The Contests have four divisions: the Hallmark Cards,
awards of six $100 prizes for
single poems by college students; the Devins Memorial
Award of $500 and publication of
a book of poems; the Kansas
City Star awards of four $100
prizes for single poems, and
four H. Jay Sharp prizes of $25

each for poems by high school
students.
Devins Award
The Devins Award winner will
be published and distributed by
the University of Missouri Press.
The closing date for all entries
is January 31, 1967 and winners
will be announced at the last
event of the 1967-68 American
Poets' Series at the Jewish
Community Center, Kansas City.
Information may be obtained by
sending a self-addressed
stamped envelope to: Poetry

Contest Directors, P. 0. Box
8501, Kansas City, Mo., 64114.
Last year more than 2,000 college students submitted poems
in the Hallmark Cards competition. Prizes were awarded to
Jon Anderson, Michael Browne,
Peter Klappert and Steven Orlen
of the Writer's Workshop at the
University of Iowa; to James
J. Clarke, Montclair State College, Montclair, N. J. and B. J.
Harmon, Ohio University.
The Devins Award went to
Nancy Willard, Poughkeepsie,
N. Y., for her book, Skin of
Grace, and H. Jay Sharp prizes
went to Carla Rippey of Omaha,
Dale E. Smith of St. Louis,
Jukka Takala of Kansas City
and Geoffrey A. Oelsner Jr. of
Shawnee Mission, Kan. The
Kansas City Star awards went
to Harold Bond of Iowa City,
Ia., John Dacus of Fayetteville,
Ark., Jack Rayman of Ames,
Ia .. and Joan Yeagley of Kansas City.
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Tom Watson, an alumnus of
Harding and presently a member of its art department, received three awards for his entries in the annual arts and
crafts show held in Little Rock.
The show included drawings,
prints, and crafts. Watson's
silver necklace won the top
prize in the crafts division, and
his drawing and print received
honorable mention awards.
The Arkansas Arts Center
sponsored the show.
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Seventy-two members comprise the Harding Bison band the largest number in its history. The group worked under
the faculty director G. E.
Baggett for their first performance, the half-time show for
the Harding-SSe football game.
Field director Jim Fly and
assistant Joe Stokes helped to
map out the show and will continue this responsibility until
marching season is concluded.
Larry White is serving as
president of the band. Other
elected officers are vice-president, David Senn; secretary,
Carolyn Allen; treasurer, Gwen
Horton; quartermaster, Dwight
Ruttledge; and librarians, Jane
Chester and Janie Rittenour.
A band council consisting of
one elected representative from
each class serves an additional
official capacity. Representing
the Academy is Rosemary Baggett. Others are freshman Rick
Smith, sophomore Jim Smith,
junior Beth Nutt and senior
Beverly Moody.
Twirlers are Bonnie Bingman
and Carol Sanders.
The band rehearses each
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
evening from 4: 25 to 5: 30 and
also, during marching season,
from 9: 00 to 11: 00 each Saturday morning.

U.S. Army Team
To Visit Friday
The U. S. Army Officer Selection Team plans to visit
campus on Friday, Oct. 13.
All men interested in talking
with the various Armed Services recruiters should plan
to do so on this date. Tests
will be given on this date if
desired. The team will be at
the Student Center all day.
Placement Annuals
The 1968 Placement Annuals have arrived and all
graduating seniors may pick
up their free copy at the
Placement Office - Room
113 AS Bldg. - any time during office hours.
Complete Addresses
Any senior who did not supply complete addresses for
the references given on
PI ace men t Registration
should do so immediately.
These requests for recommendations cannot be sent
out until the out-of-town addresses have been furnished.

Beta Phi Kappa won the men's
social club division and Ju Go
Ju topped the women's division
to take away Student Association Trophies for having the
highest grade point averages in
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Scheduled for this semester
are appearances (including halftime shows) at all home football
games and one "All School"
game, marching in the Homecoming parade and two concerts, during Thanksgiving and
later winter seasons, Nov. 23
and Dec. 11.
The group is still in need of
clarinets, french horns and a
bassoon.
An auxiliary group of the
Bison band - the Pep Band performs at all home basketball games and plays for all pep
rallies. The group consists of
14 brasses and percussionists.

Belles and Beaux
Hold Auditions
The Harding Belles and Beaux
recentlv held auditions for new
and alternate members. Those
chosen as members will become
active on a regular basis when
present members who have already graduated return from
the USO and National Music
Association tour to the Far
East. Others will be alternates
for each part in case of illness
or other needs by the group in
particular performances.
Six positions were open for
which approximately 30 students sought acceptance. Chosen
were Carol Adams (assistant
pianist), Marge Powers
(soprano), Carolyn W i I s o n
(alto), Danny Costlow and
Charles Davis (tenors) and Jim
Dowdy (baritone).
These students began regular
rehearsals with the Belles and
Beaux immediately following
their selection.

Roy Terry Releases
SA Movie Schedule
For Fall Semester
SA movie chairman Roy Terry
announced the following movie
schedule for the remainder of
this semester.
On Oct. 14, "The Sons of Katie
Elder" will be shown followed
the next week by "Disorderly
Orderly" on Oct. 21. On Friday,
Oct. 27, and Saturday, Oct. 28,
the SA will present "A Man
Could Get Killed." "Father
Goose" is scheduled for Nov.
II.
Saturday, Nov. 25, "Fate is
the Hunter" will be shown. On
Dec. 9, "The King and I" will
be presented. The final movie
of this semester will be "The
lpcress File" on Jan. 6.

Beta Phi Kappa, Ju Go Ju Top Clubs
SA Academic Trophies Presented

Would Love to Service Your Car and Please You as a Customer
Phone CH 5-9657

Oct. 4, 1967

S. Main
MANUEL HARLAN. Owner

their divisions. The awards were
presented in chapel last Friday
by SA academic c h a i r m a n
Roger Lamb.
Trophy To Top 11vo
A trophy goes to the top two
clubs, while those placing second and third in each division
receive certificates of merit.
The awards are based on the
previous semester grade point
results. ·
Kappa Sigma Kappa took second in the men's category, followed by Lambda Sigma in third
place.
Zeta Rho Gets Second
Zeta Rho placed second behind Ju Go Ju and Kappa Kappa
Kappa was third in the women's
division. Beta Phi had an overall grade point average of 2.832.
Kappa Sigma Kappa followed
with 2. 725 with Lambda Sigma
in third with a 2.660.
In the women's division, Ju
Go Ju had the highest average
of any of the social clubs with
a 2.926 average~ Zeta Rho had
a 2.853 average while Kappa
Kappa Kappa claimed a 2.727.
Beta Phi has won the trophy
three times consecutively thus
enabling them to retire the trophy. This is Ju Go Ju's second
straight time to win the top
spot in the women's division.
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Galaxy Drops Sub·T
Meets TAG Wednesday
In Club Softball Finals

Oct. 4, 1967

The stage was set last week
for the club softball championship games as Kappa Sigma and
Galaxy moved into the final
positions in this double elimination play. The small club contest will find Koinonia playing
Kappa Sigs while in large club
action Galaxy meets TAG.
In an earlier meeting Koinonia
handed the Kappa Sigs an 11-7
defeat. To earn the chance to
play Koinonia, the Kappa Sigs
defeated Chi Sigs 8-6. To claim
the small circuit championship
Kappa Sigma must sweep two
games from Koinonia, while a
loss gives their opponents the
championship.
Galaxy scored six runs in the
third inning and then held off
a late inning Sub-T rally to defeat the sailors 9-5. This victory
enabled the star-men to gain a
rematch with the only team that
has defeated them.

This Side
BY DAVID CROUCH
Intramural Sports Editor

New Look •••

The !all intramural program is sporting a new look
this year. For the lirst time in five years the faculty has
entered a team in the rag-tag competition and they are
presently undefeated.
For these five years the faculty nursed their bruised
bodies and dreamed up tricky plays to fool their student
opponents and now they are proving what a good rest
can do.
In posting their 3-0 record the by s o u t h - p a w quarterback
fleet-footed professors h a v e Clifton L. Ganus the faculty is
rolled past the Cowboys, the always a threat to throw the
Rams and the Colts, who are long bomb to their speedy split
undefeated in regular season end Carl Allison.
play.
The offensive line is one of
The faculty's tenacious de- the biggest in either conference,
fense has onlv allowed an aver- and halfbacks Allen and Barden
age of ten points per game. Op- have no trouble finding running
ponents find it difficult to run room in their opponents, seconover nose-man Jerry Jones, and dary. This offense has tallied 46
Tom Watson stops any end runs. points in their three encounters.
Handling the · defensive seconThe faculty's ability has aldary for the teachers, Jimmy ready earned them respect from
Allen, Bill Barden and Jerry the other teams and some have
The races in both intramural
Mote make passing a hazardous even said they hoped it rained softball leagues tightened this
undertaking.
when it came their time to chal- past week as the league leaders
OFFENSIVELY THE "o 1 d lenge the Ph.D.'s.
were knocked off by lower divimen" are just as exciting to
SPECTATOR ENTHuSIASM sion clubs.
watch as the college boys. Led has increased as many students
The National League leading
come to cheer for their favorite Giants romped past the Tigers
teachers, and silently hope the 13-3, but found the Indians a
little too tough and were handed
faculty is soundly defeated.
If one has not witnessed foot- their initial loss. The second
ball, faculty style, take a few place Dodgers bombed the
minutes to go by and see the Yanks 14-8, but again the InBarefoot Jim C r a w f o r d
'old men" knock those "poor'' dians humbled their opponent
covered the four-mile Searcy college boys around.
by beating the Badgers 18-12.
Country Club course in a record
The Braves blasted their way
19:27 timing to win first place
JUNIOR VARSITY
out of the cellar with two vicin the Harding Invitational
David Reave returned an in- tories. Mark Seim scattered out
Cross-country meet last Saturtercepted pass for 30 yards and six hits among the Tigers as
day.
a touchdown following a safety the Braves won 7-5, and Guy
Eastern Kentucky placed five by Richard Sinquefield to give Grove's two-run homer led the
runners in the top 13 to win the Bison junior varsity an 8-0 Braves to their 9-6 victory over
team honors with low of 38 win over SCA Monday night.
the Yanks.
points. Next came Arkansas
State University with 84, West- ~!!T!!!!!!t"
''"'
n11mm""''"""'" """
uuwmmnnl!l!mi!iil!l!
ern Kentucky with 90 and Harding with "107.
Joe Boyle took fifth place for
Harding with a 19:58 timing.
Harding was without the services of captain Ken Ellingwood
and Dick Shenfeld. Ellingwood
is the victim of shin splints
and Shenfeld has an injured
knee.
Over 120 runners from 16 colleges and universities competed
in the meet.
In the first meet of the season, Jim Crawford and Bovle
tied for first place in the Southeast Missouri State meet, Sept.
23. They were clocked in 19:56
over a four mile course. Harding placed second to Southeast
Missouri in the triangular meet
while beating Eastern Illinois by
Let Us Serve You
one point.
This Saturday, Oct. 7, the varsity runners will compete in the
Oklahoma Cross-Country Jamboree at Stillwater, Okla. The
CH 5-5831
junior varsity will meet State
College of Arkansas in a dual
meet at Conway.

Intramural
Softball

Koinonia Takes Small Club;
Defeats Chi ~ Sigs in Finals
Koinonia won the small club
softball championship Monday
with a 10-5 victory over Kappa
Sigma.
Kappa Sigma enetred the
game needing to win two games
from Koinonia to win the crown,
but Koinonia's tight infield and
pitcher John Tucker proved to
be too tough for the Kappa Sigs.
Koinonia started off the scoring in the top half of the first
by scoring two runs on a single,
two base on balls and a stolen
base. In the second inning with
the help of two errors Koinonia
scored siv big runs. Their final
two runs came in the third inning.
Scoring for Kappa Sigs came
early and late in the game. In

the bottom half of the first inning a Koinonia error enabled
three Kappa Sigs to score. John
Tucker took charge and shut-out
the Kappa Sigs for the next
four innings.
The final scoring came in the
bottom of the sixth inning. The
Kappa Sigs scored two runs on
one hit, a base on balls and a
Koinonia error. Kappa Sigs
loaded the bases with no outs,
but Koinonia soon put an end
to this rally. Mike Wise, Koinonia's second baseman, caught
a low line drive and promptly
turned it into a unique gameending unassisted triple play.
The winning pitcher was
Tucker and the losing pitcher
was Bobby Harpole.
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TO HARDING STUDENTS
Pick Up Your Discount Card
For 1967-68 School Year at

BillS

RESTAURANT

East Race Avenue

Fine Food - Pleasant Atmosphere
Phone: CH 5-3596
For Reservations
on Parties and Banquets
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Jim Crawford Sets
Course Record
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SOUTH SIDE OF CAMPUS

Impressions of a Cross-Country Meet
By Jean Flippin
It was a perfect day for a

cross-country meet, just warm
enough for. a sweater, yet cool
enough to put snap in the stride
and invigoration in the lungs.
The Searcy Country Club
course was just right, too. The
greens were green, the trees
shady, the rough ...well, rough.
Spectators mingled here and
bunched there. Nobody really
knew what was going on, except that when they saw a chalk
line running along the grass,
they knew the race would come
that way, so they stood there.
Officals said there were 16
teams and over 120 entries. It
looked it, too. When they started
off, they looked like a buffalo
herd. And nobody was trying to
roller skate.
Over the Hill
Through the trees you could
see them lope up the first hill.
You felt sorry for the boys in
the back, because you figured it
would take so much exertion

car insurance buyfamous low rates
and top service.

Contact me today!
VERNON ROGERS
CH 5-2920

402 N. Spruce

STATE FARM
Mutual Automobile Insurance Company

Homo Ofllca. Bloomln&ton, llllnola

just to get around the herd that
they could not finish once they
made it.
Before long a pattern began
to develop: two guys in front,
running abreast, then a couple
of gold-shirted lads behind them,
one red-haired and the other
dark-haired. The rest of them
were bunched behind.
On around they came, this
curious procession of puffing,
pounding athletes. When they
were far away, ,they brought to
mind statues of smooth-muscled
Greeks, but as they came
near, little pain lines and
rivulets of perspiration dispelled
the vision.
As they crossed the two-mile
mark, the race was beginning to
show on all but the front runners. Breathing was labored, the
pace slower and more deliberate.
In Comfort's Name
You watched them pass and
wdndered what in the name of
comfort could possibly motivate
someone to put himself through
such torture as this. It hurt,
there could be no doubt of that.
Why? The question kept recurring as face after grimacing
face passed, chest heaving, legs
rubbery. You knew that some of
them were not going to make it.
It turned out you were right.
By now crowd reaction was
becoming more concerted. The
clusters in different parts of the
course, shouting encouragement
to the oblivious runners, began
to converge upon the pennantdecked finish line.
"Is he leading yet?" they
would ask of new arrivals.
"Who's ahead?" several voices
chorused.
Then came the shout. "Here
they come!" Every eye was
riveted to the row of trees leading to the finish line.
Golden Redhead
The redhead in the gold shirt

Bob Davis
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SEARCY
SPORT
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Anything Your Club Needs
• Club Emblems
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• T-Shirts

1801 E. Race

CH 5-3756

made his move. How, they wondered silently as they cheered
aloud, how could he possibly
have such endurance and energy
after almost four miles of running?
It seemed impossible, and the
time of 19:27 was even more
amazing. He had just set a new
course record and defeated some
of ·the most glittering names in
college cross-country.
The ceremony waited until he
could get his breatll. Then he
stepped up and took the trophy.
He smiled.
Your question was answered.

Oct. 4, 1987
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THE FLIP SIDE
By JEAN FLIPPIN
Sports Editor

The Year ol the Upset •••

It started innocently enough. "We'll just stick with the
proved winners," the experts said as they picked the preseason Top Ten and other conference champions.
Only three weeks have gone by and already those
choices look hopelessly ridiculous. Notre Dame, Michigan
State, Texas and Alabama have fallen into the "best laid
,plans of mice and men" category.
"Black Saturday" in t h e
Southwest Conference was followed by "Black Saturday" in
the Big 10. And only the foolhardy would predict who will
escape the ax this week.
It would not be so bad if this
disease of "upsetitis" were confined only to the NCAA and the
big-college rankings. But it has
hit the AIC.
HARDING, YOU SEE, was
picked by both statewide newspapers to finish in a tie for the
conference crown. The Bisons
have now dropped their first
two league games, and the
squeeze is on.
Here is the most baffling part
of all. This year's squad, called
the "best on paper" in the
school's history, still looks good
on paper. In all three outings,
the locals are disarmingly close
to their opponents in overall
statistics.
Add to this the fact that
quarterback Don Dixon is the
AIC leader in total offense and
that defensive halfback Harry
Lisle leads in kickoff returns,
and one reallv begins to wonder
whv the won-lost ledger reads
as it does.
THERE IS NO reason for giving up at this point, however.
Last year's AIC champs each
had two losses and still emerged
with the crown. And teams have
been known to perform best
when the chips are down.
It seems from this comer that
the main thing lacking in Harding's offense is the ability to
JIM CRAWFORD finishing 4-mile course in record 19:27.
build up enough momentum to
- PHOTO BY TERRY
sustain a scoring drive. The offense looks terrific · for a time
but then seems to lag as the
double stripe gets nearer.
• Love Bright Diamond Rings
Now that James Street has
demonstrated his prowess in
The Registered Diamonds that Assure you of
kickin~ field goals, and Harry
Permanent Value Always
Lisle has shown his mastery of
punting and even ouick-kicking,
• Sterling Silver by Gorham. Towle. Wallace
that phase of football seems
and International
more secure thEm it has been
thuc; far this c;eason.
• China by Lenox and Syracuse
DON DIXON improves consistently as a passer and has
• Crystal by Tiffin. Glastonburg
now established himself as a
running_ threat. S o p h o m o r e
Jerrv Copeland is quite capable
Two Watch Repairmen for the Finest in
of stepping in and taking charge
Jewelry and Watch Repair
of the quarterbacking chores.
Everybody alreadv knew the
ability Jim Howard had at halfback. and now Charles Jones is
joining him as a strong J!l'Qund112 N. Spring
gainer. Kenny Glass is already
improving on a record-setting
season last year.
Obviouslv then, the pieces are
there. If thev can be fitted together into consistent pattern,
the breaks which the defense
keeos fordng can be exploited to
their full me::~snre. S!lturday
nipht will poc;c;ihlv tell the tale.
For once this season. mavbe
the oroJmosticators will have the
co-champion pe~ged just right.

Parrish jewelry

Gal~xv.

TNT. APK
Tie Club Bowling
With iust two weeks of club
bowling comoleted, G a 1 a x y,
APK and TNT are tied for first
place with 6-2 records.
A~ain last week the Independent team did not finish first in
the standings but took all the
too spots in the individual categories. They had a high three
game series of 2442 and a high
team game of 887.
Independent Gary Parsons
won individual honors with his
three game series of 572. Teammate Mark Poteat had the highest single game with a 212.
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OBU Triumphs; Bisons to Tangle With SCA
Tigers Win 7-3
As Crouch Romps

By Tom Simmons
Ouachita Tiger quarterback
Bobby Crouch ran 36 yards for a
touchdown to lead OBU to a 7-3
victory over the Harding Bisons
last Saturday evening at Alumni
field.
It was an unhappy ending to
the day's Dad's Day festivities.
From the way the contest began
Bison fans were hopefully excited. With only minutes gone
in the first quarter, Harding
pounced on a Tiger fumble and
was in business on the OBU 30.
Harding marched down to the
Ouachita nine, but here the
drive fizzled. An attempt by
James Street for a field goal
was unsuccessful when the snap
was bad and Street had to run
the ball.
No Drives
For a quarter and a half
neither squad could mount a
drive. OBU would make a first
down and then have to punt, and
the Bisons were also unable to
start a drive.
Midway in the second period
Crouch, a known passer, crushed
the Bisons with his running skill.
Crouch started left on a roll-out
and cut back between several
Bisons. He sailed 36 yards into
the endzone untouched. Ed
Scrimshire, OBU fullback from
Malvern, booted the extra point.
Ouachita threatened again in
the third quarter. Tailback
Johnnie Johnson hurt the Bisons
in the drive on a pitch-out play
which OBU worked successfully
all night. Between Johnson,
Scrimshire and Crouch, OBU
worked the ball down to the Harding five. Here a Ouachita
broken play cost the Tigers ten
yards and an attempted field
goal bv Scrimshire failed.

Game of Firsts Set
For Conway Sat.

FULLBACK CHARLES JONES (No. 33) carries for yardage against the on-coming Tigers of
- PHoTo sv sTEvE HAMLIN
Ouachita Baptist University. OBU defeated the Bisons 7..1.
Harding came roaring back
and drove down to the Tiger 28
before the drive was halted.
James Street then booted a 45
yard field goal to put the Bisons
on the scoreboard.
On the next Bison possession
it looked as if the score would
soon change radically. Three
straight completed passes by
Jerry Copeland, including a
Copeland-to-Don Dixon toss, put
the Bisons in Tiger territory.
However, a Copeland bomb was
picked off by a Tiger and the
Bisons were thwarted in their
final effort.

Searcy Tennis Tourney Held
Age was forgotten, at least for the duration of the
first annual Searcy Invitational Tennis Tournament, which
drew to a close here Monday afternoon.
Students Dean Bawcom and - - - - - - - -- -- Dee Gregory copped the singles
Lorenzo, Tex., scored a 7-5, 4-6,
trophies for men and women, 6-1 victory over academy sturespectively. Hugh Groover and dent Penny Groover in the
Dr. C. L. Ganus teamed up to finals. She had earlier downed
take the men's doubles crown. Dena Groover and Jean Groves.
There were 20 entries in men's
In doubles finals, the Grooversingles, half of whom were Har- Ganus combination won over
ding students. Fourteen teams Knight and Dr .. Harry Olree,
entered the men's doubles while 6-2, 3-6, 6-3. They had already
nine women competed in singles eliminated Dr. Joe Mattox- Dr.
play.
Stan Schwartz and BawcomSophomore Bawcom
David Elliott, Harding's No. 1
Bawcom, a sopnomore from varsity doubles team.
Tyler, Tex., is the top singles
"We feel that the tournament
player 00 tl;le Harding varsity was a real success as far as
tennis squad. He defeated Skip number of entries and quality
Cain and tennis coach Bob of play is concerned," observed
Knight enroute to a 6-8, 6-2, 6-2 Knight, director of the meet.
"We plan to make this an anwin over Groover in the finals.
Miss Gregory, a junior from nual affair."
~"-11 '1 -ltii-IIM -Ilii~----IW-tt~~--•--llt-llllmiiJ:
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Surprises, Upsets in Flag Football
Lions Lose; Steelers Undefeated
Surprises and upsets were the
keys in last week's rag-tag action. The Western Conference
league-leading Lions were upset
and those surprising Steelers of
the Eastern division remained
undefeated.
The Steelers have scored 76
points in posting their 3-0 record,
which is tops in the Eastern
Conference. The e x p l o s i v e
offense scored fourteeh pomts in
the last three minutes of play
to defeat the Rams 36-20 in the
season's highest scoring contest.
Previous to this game they had
beaten the Packers 6-0 and the
Vikings 34-18.
Tied for second place in the
east are the Redskins and the
Cardinals with 3-1 records. Fol-

Cothern's Men's Store
has ~RROW_;__
DECTON Perma-Iron
in wide track stripes for
that new fashion accent.
Here's the no-iron
shirt that doesn't
mean maybe!

•1-lttl-lltl~ t

I Tastee Freeze l't
J

The superlative fabric
of 65% Dacron• polyester,
35% cotton is completely
machine washable . ..
tumble dries ready
to wear.
We have a complete
selection of
complimentary colors
and collar styles
to choose from.

t
Now

OPEN
50
Favors in Malts and
Shakes
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The Venetian Blind of
Invisible Beauty
This is the new rage in Venetian
Blinds. Slats-oh so narrow. Tap6
-almost invisible. You· will love
this modern window styling that
Slenderizes and glorifies the Venetian Blind. Let us show you the
new RIVIERA, styled by

tEVOLOR.
Rtviera is the trade mark o£ lev~lor torentzen, Inc
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Highway 67 East
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lowing close behind them the
Eagles, Browns and Cowboys
round out the conference standings.
The Western Conference race
saw the Lions drop from first
place to second as they suffered
their first loss at the hands of
the Cardinals 20-15. The Lions'
loss allowed the Colts to move
into first place with a 3-0 record.
The Rams and the Bears are
tied for · third place with 2-2
records. The Vikings and the
Packers are in fourth and fifth
places respectively.
Top games this week will find
the Redskins playing the Colts,
the Steelers tangling with the
Lions and the Rams against the
Vikings.

By Jean Flippin
Harding will be looking for
several "firsts" when its football squad travels to Conway
Saturday night to face AIC rival
State College of Arkansas.
Besides hoping to net their
first win of the year, the Bisons
will be trying for their first conference victory. They are also
hoping to gain their first victory over the Bears in the sevenyear series between the two
schools.
SCA has looked Impressive in
its opening games, wim)~ng 2320 over Ouachita and downing
Tray State, 28-21. The Bears
shared in their second consecutive conference crown last fall.
'u ead Bear Tiner
The Bear offense is led by
quarterback Bobby Tiner, a
three-time All-AIC choice. He
was second in total offense last
year and was the only unanimous all-league selection.
Tailback Frank Richardson,
last year's leading rusher in the
AIC with 826 yards, was one of
only two freshmen named to the
All-AIC squad. Another honoree,
junior Frank Newman, returns
at tackle.
Harding is showing steady improvement each week and appears set for a top performance
Saturday night. Only Carl Carlson, troubled by a knee injury,
remains on the injury list.
Defensive stalwart Don Sinquefield, s,haken up during the
Ouachita game last week, suffered no ill eftieets and wm be
back in the line-up against the
Bears.
This will be the last chance
for Harding's 13 senior players
to 'try to end SCA's domination;
No other team on the schedule
has enjoyed such supremacy
over Harding squads.
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Supply OJ

SOUTHWEST CORNER OF
COURT SQUARE

